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Environmental DNA (eDNA) sampling has been variably used to describe the sampling of genetic material from environmental samples. For the purposes of this bibliography, I take a relatively narrow definition along the lines of Thomsen and Willerslev (2015): Environmental DNA sampling is the sampling of genetic material from environmental samples where individuals or pieces of individuals are not isolated prior to analysis. Thus, sampling for sloughed fish DNA in a water sample is eDNA, but species identification from a hair snare is not. Further, I’ve adopted language proposed by Turner et al. (2014A) where microbial eDNA refers to sampling of small, whole individuals (such as bacterial cells) and macrobial eDNA refers to sampling of genetic material that has been separated from the body of a relatively large organism. This bibliography focuses on macrobial eDNA from water samples. Most papers focus on contemporary eDNA (versus ancient DNA; Thomsen and Willerslev 2015). The bibliography is based on a list originally assembled by Dan Isaak for the Climate-Aquatics Blog (#72). The list has also benefited from a literature search conducted by Mae Giddings who maintains a bibliography on aqueous microbial eDNA (http://aquaticedna.weebly.com/).

If you would like to suggest any additional citations or make any corrections to this list, please send me an email: taylor (.) m (.) wilcox (at) gmail (.) com
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